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a book review

 B1 Can describe the plot of a book or film and describe my reactions

Write a review about a book which you enjoyed
I have just read a book called About a Boy. It’s a novel by Nick Hornby. It is really 
very funny indeed. I enjoyed it a lot.

Introduction: 
States the title 
and the author  
of the book

The main character, Mr Freeman, is thirty-six years old and he lives in London. 
He is rich and he is bored because he has never had a job. He is not married and 
he does not want to be a father: Freeman wants to be a ‘free man’. However, he 
has just met Marcus (aged 12). Marcus is sad because the other students at school 
do not like him, and Mr Freeman starts to help him. Soon Mr Freeman finds 
that he is not free but that now his life is more interesting.

Body: 
Describes what 
kind of book it  
is and what it  
is about

The story is complicated but it is never boring, and the end is excellent. I have 
been thinking about it and laughing about it for two days now! About a Boy is 
a brilliant book (and there is a film too); I recommend you read it! I think you 
would really enjoy it!

Conclusion: 
Contains an 
opinion: why  
did the writer like  
the book?

1 a) Paragraph structure. Read the model book review and answer the questions.

1 What is the title of the book? 3 What is it about?

2 What kind of book is it? 4 Why did the writer like it?

 b) Which paragraph contains the answer to each question?

2 a) How many different examples can you find of these verb tenses?

1 the present simple 3 the present perfect continuous

2 the present perfect simple 4 the past simple

 b) Which tenses does the writer use to explain what happens in the book? Why?

3 Avoiding mistakes. Look back at the model book review and answer the questions.

1 The writer wasn't sure how to say these words: 

 amusing        single        unhappy        unpopular

 Which simple words and phrases did the writer use instead?

2 Find the words bored and boring. When do we use bored and when do we use boring?

3 Which preposition does the writer use after the verb think? Write two sentences using think followed 
by that preposition.

4 Many students make mistakes with the verb enjoy. Look at the model. What can come after enjoy?
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4 a) Use adverbs of intensity to emphasise your opinions. Look at this phrase from the model and 
identify the three adverbs.

… it is really very funny indeed …

 b) Can you remove these adverbs? Why did the writer include them?

5 You are going to write a review with the title 'Write about a book or a film which you enjoyed'. 
Make a note of your answers to the questions.

1 Are you going to write about a book or a film? 6 Who are the main characters?

2 What is it called? 7 What problems do they have?

3 What kind of book/film is it? 8 What happens in the story?

4 Who is the author/director? 9 Why did you like it?

5 What is it about? 10 Would you recommend it?

6 Write your review. Use the model review and the Useful language box to help you.

I couldn't stop reading it.
It is really very (funny) indeed.
interesting/fantastic/impressive/hilarious/breathtaking 
The main characters are …
… is very courageous/evil /generous/brave/poor/rich/intelligent
At the beginning …, later …, in the end …
I have been thinking about it for days.
I would definitely recommend you read/see it.
Go and get/see it this weekend!

Useful language

7 Can you improve your review? Use the following checklist.

  Have you organised your review into clear paragraphs?

  Have you stated the title and the author or director?

  Have you described what happens clearly?

  Have you used appropriate verb tenses?

  Have you used a good variety of vocabulary?

  Have you expressed a clear opinion?

  Have you checked for mistakes?

8 Read your partner’s review. Can you improve it? Use the checklist in exercise 7.

 > For more practice and help with book reviews go to the Writing Reference on page 160.


